We studied effects of dark adaptation on spatial and temporal tuning for motion coherence detection. We compared tuning for step size and delay for moving random pixel arrays (RPAs) at two adaptation levels, one light adapted (50 cd/m 2 ) and the other relatively dark adapted (0.05 cd/m 2 ). To study coherence detection rather than contrast detection, RPAs were scaled for equal contrast detection at each luminance level, and a signal-to-noise ratio paradigm was used in which the RPA is always at a fixed, supra-threshold contrast level. The noise consists of a spatio-temporally incoherent RPA added to the moving RPA on a pixel-bypixel basis. Spatial and temporal limits for coherence detection were measured using a single step pattern lifetime stimulus, in which patterns on alternate frames make a coherent step and are being refreshed. Therefore, the stimulus contains coherent motion at a single combination of step size and delay only.
Introduction
Numerous psychophysical studies have shown huge effects of light-adaptation level on spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity (Hayhoe & Chen, 1986; Kelly, 1972; Pasternak & Merigan, 1981; Snowden, Hess, & Waugh, 1995; van Nes & Bouman, 1967; Whittle & Challands, 1969; Zuidema, Roest, Bouman, & Koenderink, 1984) . In the fovea spatial and temporal resolution fall drastically, going from photopic to low mesopic luminance levels. Physiological properties that may account for these effects can be found in response characteristics of retinal ganglion cells. With dark-adaptation receptive field sizes increase, they loose their surround and different cell types may differentially reduce sensitivity (Enroth-Cugell, Hertz, & Lennie, 1977; Enroth-Cugell, Lennie, & Shapley, 1975; Kaplan, Marcus, & So, 1979; Purpura, Kaplan, & Shapley, 1988; Purpura, Tranchina, Kaplan, & Shapley, 1990) . The question we address in this paper is how these various factors influence motion coherence detection.
Obviously, low-level (retinal) spatio-temporal filtering determines which signals are available for detecting motion at a next processing stage. It is not surprising therefore that motion detection also alters drastically upon dark adaptation. Several studies have documented the changes of motion detection upon dark adaptation. Takeuchi and De Valois (2000) described the shift of temporal filtering upon dark adaptation. Grossman and Vision Research 42 (2002) [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] www.elsevier.com/locate/visres Blake (1999) found little effect of mean luminance level on coherence detection performance, but impaired ability in more complex motion tasks, presumably due to increased spatial pooling at lower light levels. Dawson and Di Lollo (1990) showed a large effect of dark adaptation on the maximum perceivable step size (D max ). The question arises, however, to what extent the changes in spatio-temporal limits for motion detection are due to low-level filtering or to intrinsic properties of motion mechanisms. Directional selectivity necessarily comprises a correlation across space and time, with velocity corresponding to different combinations of spatial offset and temporal delay. The parameters relevant for coherence detection and velocity tuning are therefore not directly related to low-level spatial and temporal resolution, and may vary independently upon dark adaptation. In this study, we specifically investigate which combinations of step size and step delay support motion coherence detection, at different adaptation levels. Hereto, we measure coherence detection thresholds for moving random pixel arrays (RPAs) of a single step pattern lifetime (SSPLT, see Fredericksen, Verstraten, & van de Grind, 1993) . In contrast to a rigidly moving pattern of unlimited pattern lifetime, these stimuli contain a single, specific, combination of step size and delay. Therefore, they allow us to quantify the contribution of different step size and delay combinations for detecting a specific velocity. In combination with a noise masking paradigm (van Doorn & Koenderink, 1982a,b) , this allows us to measure complete tuning curves, rather than just the upper and lower spatial or temporal limits.
Because we are especially interested in variations of spatial tuning of motion detection relative to low-level spatial filtering in retinal receptive fields, we discounted the latter effect by scaling the stimuli to obtain equal spatial contrast sensitivity. Remaining differences in spatial tuning thus reflect differences at the correlation stage.
One surprising finding in previous experiments was that velocity tuning for moving RPAs remained nearly constant from photopic to low mesopic luminance levels (Lankheet, van Doorn, Bouman, & van de Grind, 2000) . This suggests that changes in temporal tuning nearly perfectly compensate for changes in spatial tuning. To find out which combinations of step size and delay underlie this luminance invariance we measured coherence detection for a two-dimensional array of step size and delay combinations.
Methods

Stimuli
RPAs of 256 Â 256 pixels were generated using custom image generation hardware, controlled by a Macintosh computer. A full description of the stimuli and some arguments for their justification are given in Fredericksen et al. (1993) .
The RPAs were displayed on an Electrohome EVM1200 monitor with P4 phosphor and 90 Hz frame rate. The display screen measured 14 Â 14 cm 2 and had a mean luminance of 50 cd/m 2 . In addition to this lightadapted level, measurements were also performed at 3 log units attenuation (which we will refer to as the darkadapted condition), using calibrated neutral density filters placed in light-tight goggles. Previous results (van de Grind, Koenderink, & van Doorn, 2000; Lankheet et al., 2000) showed that at this level the fovea still functions and supports good motion sensitivity. The viewing distance was adjusted to obtain equal contrast detectability (see next section) at both luminance levels. The RPAs were viewed with natural pupils, through electronically superpositioned, dark apertures in a dark surround. In all experiments we used a circular aperture of 128 pixels diameter. Observers were asked to fixate a central, black fixation cross. In between presentations the fixation cross was visible on a zero contrast background at the mean luminance level of the RPAs. Observers viewed the display monocularly, using a chin and headrest.
LSNR thresholds
Motion coherence thresholds were measured using a luminance signal-to-noise ratio method, first described by van Doorn and Koenderink (1982a,b) . In this LSNR method the moving RPA is masked by a spatially and temporally incoherent RPA that is luminance added to the stimulus on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Thresholds are established by varying the signal-to-noise ratio while keeping the mean contrast, C, constant. The mean contrast of the composite pattern is given by
where r s and r n are the contrast values for the signal and noise patterns. The LSNR is defined as
Low LSNR thresholds correspond to high sensitivity. Noise pattern refreshment and RPA displacements were always synchronized; the noise pattern was updated on every step of the moving RPA. Using equal temporal properties for moving RPAs and noise patterns assures that the visual system cannot segregate the noise pattern from the moving pattern based on differences in purely temporal properties. Moreover, it minimizes any effects due to differences in temporal processing between motion and noise.
Threshold measurements
We performed two types of measurements. Contrast detection experiments were used for scaling the RPAs to obtain equal contrast detectability (see below). The main data set consists of LSNR thresholds for direction discrimination of moving RPAs. For both contrast and LSNR thresholds we used a 2AFC paradigm in a standard QUEST staircase procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) . In a contrast detection experiment each trial consisted of two intervals of 1 s, demarcated by brief sound pulses. One interval contained the stimulus, the other a zero contrast reference at the same mean luminance. The observers' task was to indicate the order of stimulus and reference presentation, by pressing appropriate keys on a keyboard. A direction discrimination experiment consisted of single trial (1 s) in which the stimulus moved either to the left or to the right, in random order, and it was the observers' task to indicate the direction of motion. Staircases consisted of 50 trials and converged to the 85% correct level. The minimum step size in LSNR experiments was 0.05 log units, whereas in contrast experiments (see below) it was 0.025 log units. Final threshold estimates were not limited by these minimal step sizes, since they were obtained by interpolation based on the complete data set. All staircases were inspected and in rare occasions where they had not stabilized after 50 trials the results were discarded and the measurement was repeated at a later moment. The maximum LSNR value was set to 100. If more than three errors were made at the easiest level the staircase was terminated and the LSNR threshold was scored as 100 (meaning invisible). No feedback was given to the observers on the correctness of responses.
Pilot experiments showed that LSNR thresholds for SSPLT displays were slightly more variable than for unlimited lifetime displays, or for contrast thresholds. For the latter measurements we mostly relied on single or double measurements. SSPLT thresholds were always repeated three times. Error bars in the threshold graphs correspond to 1 standard deviation (SD) of the mean.
Distance scaling
In order to discount changes due to spatial contrast sensitivity per se, rather than direction discrimination, we scaled the RPAs for equal contrast detectability. To this end, contrast thresholds for a stationary RPA were measured as a function of viewing distance. Exponential curves fitted to these thresholds were then used to interpolate the viewing distance, at both luminance levels, at which the contrast threshold equaled 10%. Fig. 1 shows data for all three observers. At the highest luminance level viewing distance varied from 395 cm (ML) to 200 cm (WG). At the dark-adapted level viewing distances were 52 cm (ML) and 33 cm (WG/AD). Since we chose to keep the information content of the stimuli constant, and hence the actual stimulus size on the screen, angular sizes varied with luminance level. In order to single out the effects of dark-adaptation irrespective of scaling we also performed the direction discrimination experiments at the shorter viewing distance in the light-adapted state. This control shows the effects of scaling, without dark adaptation.
Single step pattern lifetime
To specifically measure tuning for step size and delay of motion coherence detectors we used RPAs with a SSPLT. After each coherent step of specified step size and delay, the pattern was refreshed. As a result, there is only coherent motion information at the specified step size and delay combination. A pattern of unlimited lifetime, on the other hand, also contains motion information at each multiple of the specified step size and delay. Fig. 2 illustrates the principle, by comparing space-time plots of a dynamic noise pattern (upper graph), of a SSPLT display (middle) and an unlimited pattern lifetime display (bottom).
A dynamic noise pattern is refreshed each time step. An unlimited pattern lifetime display is never refreshed, except that fresh pixels enter one side of the screen and disappear at the other end. This results in a noise-free, oriented pattern in a space-time plot. Orientation in space-time plots such as these corresponds to motion information in visual displays. The same 'orientation' can be extracted through comparison of subsequent time steps, or any multiple of the smallest step. Such a stimulus may therefore stimulate motion coherence detectors tuned to a wide range of combinations of step size and delay. A SSPLT stimulus consists of alternating steps of coherent motion (as in unlimited pattern lifetime) and of dynamic refreshment (as in dynamic noise). In this case the spatio-temporal correlation is limited to a single combination of step size and delay. The alternating refreshment step effectively abolishes correlation over multiple steps. This stimulus is therefore ideally suited for measuring spatio-temporal tuning of motion coherence detectors. It has the advantage over comparable single and fixed, multiple displacement experiments (e.g. Snowden & Braddick, 1989 ) that the presentation time can be adjusted independently, to rule out effects of temporal integration. Previous experiments, using similar motion stimuli to investigate effects of temporal integration (Fredericksen, Verstraten, & van de Grind, 1994a,b,c) , showed that the display time of 1 s that we used is sufficient for this purpose. The middle display in Fig. 2 shows the inherent noise in such a SSPLT display. The presence of a considerable amount (50%) of spatial noise means that there is motion information at many different directions and velocities as is the case in dynamic noise. In addition to this non-directionally selective noise, there is coherent motion information at a single step size and delay combination. What we measure is the observer's ability to extract this specified coherent motion from the noisy background.
Increasing the delay in an SSPLT stimulus makes the motion progressively jerkier. This is especially clear in SSPLT stimuli since each coherent motion step is alternated with incoherent refreshment. To minimize the jerkiness of the motion we used two interleaved displays that alternately make a coherent step. If one is refreshed, the other is displaced and vice versa. Thus, at each time step of the display there is a coherent motion step of half of the pixels. The two patterns making up the display were spatially interleaved, in horizontal lines of 1 pixel wide. One pattern is shown in even line numbers and the other in the odd line numbers. The two patterns are not perceptually separable and appear as a single, noisy pattern.
Motion direction discrimination
In the main set of experiments we measured direction discrimination performance as a function of step size and delay. Measurements for each adaptation level were done in separate blocks and parameter combinations within a block were presented in pseudo-random order. For measurements at the lower luminance level observers were dark adapted for 25 min.
Motion detection in RPAs necessarily comprises an initial contrast detection stage, followed by a correlation stage. Our goal was to measure motion coherence thresholds irrespective of spatial contrast sensitivity at the front-end level of the visual system. Therefore the mean contrast level was set to 0.7, a factor of 7 above the contrast threshold measured for a stationary RPA. This assures that the composite RPA (stimulus plus added noise) is always well above threshold. Furthermore, we kept the total number of pixels in the stimulus constant, to rule out variations of threshold due to differences in motion information content. These stimuli therefore address as selectively as possible the (local) correlation step in motion direction discrimination. Our main question is which combinations of step size and delay support coherence detection at different luminance levels? By spatially scaling for equal visibility of a static pattern we discounted the effect of adaptation on lowlevel spatial filtering and focus on the spatial aspect of correlation. Thus, results show to what extent the spatial properties of the correlation process follow low-level spatial filtering. Notice that we did not compensate for changes in temporal filtering. Variations in tuning for step delay therefore include effects of low-level temporal filtering as well as varying properties of the motion correlation process. Fig. 2 . Space-time plots of signal and noise components in the motion stimuli. Subsequent lines in the graphs (from the top downwards) correspond to the pattern of bright and dark pixels for a single line of pixels on successive frames. Dynamic noise, used for masking in the LSNR method, is refreshed each time step. Refreshment frequency was always set to the step frequency of the moving pattern (signal). The lower graph shows fully coherent motion to the left for a pattern of unlimited dot life time. The middle graph shows motion at the same velocity and direction for a pattern of limited lifetime. The pattern is refreshed after each coherent step, which in this case is 1 pixel per frame to the left. To reduce the discontinuous character of the motion, the screen is divided into two patterns, one for even line numbers and one for odd line numbers, that step and refresh in counterphase.
Subjects
The three authors served as observers in the experiments. They varied in age between 37 (ML) and 63 (WG) at the time of the measurements. All observers had ample experience in motion detection experiments and we never observed any learning effects. Focal correction was adjusted to viewing distance for all subjects. Fig. 3 compares tuning for step size at the lightadapted and dark-adapted condition, with step delay as parameter in the graphs. The top row shows lightadapted data at a large viewing distance, the bottom row dark-adapted data for the same patterns at short viewing distance. Viewing distances were chosen to equalize contrast detection for stationary patterns. In both cases the contrast thresholds were 0.1. The LSNR thresholds range from 0.1 to 100. At a rms contrast of 0.7 for the motion stimuli these LSNR levels correspond to signal contrasts ranging from 0.21 to 0.69. Contrast of the motion signal therefore, does not seem to be a limiting factor in coherence detection, especially because contrast thresholds for moving patterns are generally lower than for stationary ones. In a pilot experiment we confirmed this assumption for moving RPAs. Contrast thresholds for direction discrimination, as well as for discriminating a pattern from zero contrast, were equal to or slightly lower than the 0.1 level for stationary patterns. The dissociation between contrast detection thresholds and LSNR direction discrimination thresholds is even clearer at high velocities. At high velocities the motion orientation may be easily detectable, yet it may be impossible to discriminate between opposite motion directions.
Results
Tuning for step size
The most striking result in Fig. 3 is a massive shift of the step size tuning curves towards larger step sizes. The shift in spatial tuning is comparable to, though slightly less than the adjustment of spatial scale that was required for maintaining equal contrast detectability. Tuning for step size has shifted by a factor of about 4-5, whereas viewing distances were varied six to eightfold.
Expressed in pixels, tuning for step size is relatively little affected by dark adaptation. Optimal step sizes in the light-adapted condition range from 4 to 8 pixels, whereas in the dark-adapted condition this value is slightly lower (2-4 pixels), and less variable with delay. The maximum step size limit in the dark-adapted condition is about 12 pixels, irrespective of delay. Lightadapted maximum step size limits are more variable with delay, and in many cases exceed the largest value of 16 pixels that we used. Fig. 3 also shows that temporal tuning (step delay) for coherence detection changes considerably. To illustrate these changes more clearly we have replotted the data of Fig. 3 as a function of delay in Fig. 4 , with step size (in pixels) as parameter in the graphs. It can be seen that tuning for delay changes drastically upon dark adaptation. This is of course to be expected, since we did not compensate in any way for temporal changes in contrast detectability, like we did for spatial changes. In the light-adapted condition, the increase in threshold for decreasing delays is considerably less pronounced than in the dark-adapted condition. For step sizes of 4, 8 and 12 pixels, e.g., performance is hardly reduced at the shortest delays. Dark adapted, on the other hand, LSNR thresholds steeply rise with decreasing delay. For observer AD for example, direction discrimination almost completely fails at the shortest delay, whereas light-adapted a 1 frame delay is nearly optimal. At large delays the pattern is reversed: darkadapted curves, especially for optimal step sizes show relatively little increase in threshold, whereas in the light-adapted condition all curves show a considerable increase with increasing delay. The overall effect, therefore, is a global shift, by about a factor of 2, from smaller delays in the light-adapted condition to larger delays in the dark-adapted condition.
Tuning for step delay
Effect of scaling
Light-and dark-adapted curves in Figs. 3 and 4 not only differ in their mean luminance level, but also in spatial scale of the RPA stimuli. In order to perform direction discriminations at the lower light levels viewing distances had to be reduced six to eightfold. The observed changes in spatial and temporal tuning may, therefore, have been a secondary effect related to scaling, rather than directly related to dark adaptation. The question thus arises to what extent scaling itself has affected the observed changes. To answer this question we have performed the light-adapted measurements also at the shorter viewing distance, i.e. the distance used in the dark-adapted condition. This control shows the effect of scaling without dark adaptation. It should be kept in mind though, that the required change of scale itself is also an effect of dark adaptation. Fig. 5 summarizes the tuning for step size and delay for the three different conditions. Each contour plot shows LSNR threshold as a function of step size, given in visual angle, and delay. Dark shading corresponds to low LSNR thresholds, i.e. to high sensitivity. The top row shows data for the light-adapted condition, at the larger viewing distance (corresponding to a 0.1 contrast threshold for detecting a stationary RPA). The bottom row shows the corresponding data for the dark-adapted condition (at short distance). The middle row shows results under light-adapted conditions, but at a distance similar to the one used for the dark-adapted condition. In all cases the actual stimulus size on the monitor was the same.
The light-adapted data are in good agreement with similar data reported previously (Fredericksen et al., 1993) . Minimal detectable step sizes are about 2 pixels. At the viewing distances used a single pixel roughly corresponds to the resolution limit (e.g. for ML 1 pixel is 0.5 min of arc). Minimal perceivable step sizes thus range from about 1 min of arc for observer ML to 2 min of arc for WG. The contour plots nicely illustrate the massive shift towards larger step sizes, and larger delays, upon dark adaptation. The minimal dark-adapted step size corresponds roughly to the largest light-adapted step sizes.
The middle row of contour plots in Fig. 5 shows, however, that many of the spatial effects are an indirect consequence of dark adaptation, since they result from the scaling that is required to equalize contrast detectability. Decreasing the viewing distance in a similar way, without dark adaptation, results in the same global shift of spatial tuning. Obviously, the observed tuning for step size strongly depends on scaling.
Since tuning clearly depends on step size, and hence on spatial scale, a comparison of the dark-adapted data to the light-adapted data at the shorter viewing distance gives the most straightforward account of the effect of dark adaptation. Fig. 5 shows that temporal tuning differs significantly for these two conditions. In the lightadapted condition (middle row) there is no lower delay limit, at least not down to the minimum value of 11 ms that we were able to measure. All three observers easily detect a wide range of step sizes at this shortest delay. Dark adapted, on the other hand, performance drastically drops below about 44 ms. The fall-off towards high delay values is much less pronounced in the darkadapted condition. These effects are very well described Fig. 5 . Contour plots of motion coherence thresholds as a function of step size and delay. The caption shows LSNR thresholds corresponding to the different levels of shading. Dark shades correspond to low thresholds, and thus to high sensitivity. Bright areas correspond to low sensitivity for coherence detection. Each graph is based on 36 combinations of step size (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 pixels) and delay (1/2/4/8/16/ 32 frames), each repeated three times. Distance scaling was adjusted for each subject, therefore step sizes expressed in visual angle differ slightly between observers.
by a global shift, by about a factor of 2, of the contour plots towards larger delays.
Discussion
The main goal of this study was to quantify and pinpoint the effects of dark adaptation on spatio-temporal tuning in motion coherence detection. How are tuning for step size and delay affected, and can we address these changes to either low-level filtering at nondirectionally specific levels, or alternatively, to changes at the motion detector level? It is well documented that mean luminance affects both spatial and temporal filtering in retinal ganglion cells. Both spatial and temporal resolution fall with decreasing mean luminance level (e.g. Pasternak & Merigan, 1981; Purpura et al., 1990) . Since motion is the spatial change over time, luminance invariant motion detection could be obtained by similar changes in spatial and temporal filtering, combined with an invariant coherence detector. Dawson and Di Lollo (1990) studied the variation of D max and T max as a function of adaptation level (see also Morgan & Ward, 1980) and concluded these effects could be adequately explained by filtering at the input. They reproduced similar effects using a Reichardt-type of bilocal motion detector model in which only spatial and temporal filtering within low-level subfields was adjusted to the mean luminance level.
If this is the case, the same motion detectors, i.e. combining the same low-level subfields, may be utilised under dark-and light-adapted conditions. It is unlikely though that covariation of spatial and temporal tuning adds significantly to invariant velocity tuning upon dark adaptation. The first reason is that velocity is not simply the ratio of spatial to temporal tuning, but rather the change of position over time, detected by receptive fields with luminance-adjusted resolution. Changes in spatial or temporal filtering of non-directionally selective retinal units therefore cannot predict motion detection tuning. Furthermore, our results strongly argue against the co-variation of spatial and temporal filtering being the main factor in invariant velocity tuning. A similar shift of tuning for step size (including D max ) is observed if the stimuli are scaled without dark adaptation, i.e. without changing the filtering properties.
Moreover, absolute levels of performance are comparable between different conditions in our experiment. Spatial filtering without changing the phase relationship (or spatial offset) between subfields would on the other hand result in broader tuning, and presumably in deteriorated performance. Our data show little sign of deterioration upon dark adaptation, and furthermore, tuning for step size is not broader under dark-adapted conditions. Dark-adapted data and light-adapted data at short viewing distance show amazingly good correspondence, which strongly suggests that the same set of motion detectors is at work in both conditions. This close correspondence furthermore shows that tuning for step size is relatively insensitive to low-level changes in spatial processing that might have been due to dark adaptation. The most parsimonious account of our results is recruitment of different detectors under darkadapted conditions, the same set of detectors as used in a light-adapted condition at short viewing distance. At this point it is good to bear in mind that there is one consequential difference between the results in the middle and bottom row in Fig. 5 . The difference between the top and middle row simply reflects stimulus properties (scaling). The difference between the light-adapted and dark-adapted contour plots however reflects properties of the visual system. Scaling the stimuli in this case is necessary since dark adaptation has rendered the higher spatial frequencies undetectable.
The main conclusion that we can draw from the present results is that tuning for step size in motion coherence detection roughly follows the low-level changes in spatial contrast detection. If high spatial frequencies are no longer available, either due to dark adaptation or due to spatial scaling, or both, coherence detection is based on the remaining low spatial frequency information. Limits in motion coherence detection primarily reflect the spatial frequencies available at the correlation stage. If high spatial frequencies are excluded, either with or without dark adaptation, coherence detection based on small step sizes breaks down and tuning shifts towards larger step sizes. More generally, shifting the spatial frequency content by scaling viewing distance results in a comparable shift of the range of step sizes supporting coherence detection. This effect is similar to the dependence of D max on spatial frequency content of the stimulus, as reported previously (Bischof & Di Lollo, 1990; Chang & Julesz, 1983; Cleary & Braddick, 1990a) .
Co-variation of spatial frequency content and tuning for step size most probably relates to a fixed relationship between low-level spatial filtering properties and step size in motion detection, as suggested by many motion detection models. Models such as the elaborated Reichardt detector (van Santen & Sperling, 1985) or the motion energy model (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) contain spatial filters in quadrature phase relationship, i.e. a strict relation between spatial frequency and spatial offset of subfields. In such models preferred step sizes of individual detectors would necessarily vary with changes in spatial filtering due to dark adaptation, especially if we assume relatively coarse local spatial filters preceding coherence detection, as previously suggested by Morgan (1992) and Morgan and Fahle (1992) . Co-variation of step size and spatial frequency tuning of individual detectors upon adaptation, however, cannot account for the huge difference between the two light-adapted contour plots in Fig. 5 . A step size that is optimal at short viewing distance is too large at a larger viewing distance. This is surprising since, in the light-adapted conditions, the RPAs supposedly contain sufficient power at these low spatial frequencies, and are relatively little affected by spatial filtering. It leads to suggestions that the presence of high spatial frequencies prevents direction discrimination based on low spatial frequencies (Cleary & Braddick, 1990b) . A more straightforward explanation for our results is, however, that only detectors with subfields roughly matching the size of pixels contribute significantly to coherence detection. Response amplitudes for local subfields diminish steeply for increasing number of pixels momentarily in their receptive fields. Due to the nonlinear nature of spatial correlation a reduction of amplitudes results in a reduction of motion signals that is even steeper. Despite the fact that RPAs are characterized by a flat spectrum, they specifically select a narrow range of spatial frequency filters to be used in coherence detection.
In a previous paper (Lankheet et al., 2000) we showed that velocity tuning for motion direction discrimination in moving RPAs remained constant for a wide range of luminance levels, including the ones used in the present study. Provided that the stimuli are spatially scaled to maintain equal contrast detectability for stationary patterns, LSNR thresholds as a function of velocity (in degrees/s) remained the same. The present results show how this luminance invariance is brought about by covarying changes in step size and delay tuning.
Step sizes roughly follow the change of spatial scale and at the same time, delay tuning varies drastically, however not to the same extent as changes in step size. In other words: luminance invariance is not simply the result of independent, comparable spatial and temporal changes, but it is brought about by changing spatio-temporal interactions. Since spatial scaling without dark adaptation induces similar spatial changes, these changes most likely result from recruitment of different sets of coherence detectors, i.e. detectors with local subfields matched to the size of individual pixels.
